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Art & Make-up is a sensational showcase of work created by award-winning make-up artist, Lan Nguyen-
Grealis. references consist of Picasso, Warhol, Marie Antoinette, Cleopatra, Mad Men and THE
FANTASTIC Gatsby. The looks developed specially for the reserve are motivated by the worlds of art,
sculpture, cinema and overall performance art – The reserve combines inspirational imagery with step-by-
step deconstruction of the techniques, and includes photography from Rankin.
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Such great art, tips Lots of spelling errors, but I don't think anyone is buying it all for the literature. It will be
a go-to gift for friends who have a innovative spirit and value the exquisite artwork and beauty of females. It
is so beautiful. Such great art, tips, and suggestions. I gave this to my child as a gift and she has read it and
looked through it over and over. She's used it many times as reference for different plays she actually is
working on. Love, love Love, love, like! This publication is amazing! Not only is it inspiring on a innovative
level, but I really like how she wrote in what products she uses to attain makeup looks. Lots of makeup
performers don't share what products they use or tips on how they create certain makeup looks, and here she
puts in step by step tutorials. That is definitely a must have for any makeup artist at any level!Beautiful
Book! The photos are fantastic. Four Stars Found its way to perfect condition One Star Much less amazing
as We had hoped. Love this book! Five Stars love it Five Stars Love this book! That is so amazing in every
way This is so amazing in every way.
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